
03Books! Books! Books! There is no end to knowledge. All you need
to do is flip through the pages to get that extra dose 
of infotainment. So simply read on...BOOKS

■ WHAT ON EARTH?, DISCOVERY SCI-
ENCE, 3:00 PM : Experts investigate
some of the most unusual satellite
images of places and disastrous
events like tsunamis and unravel
the mystery of these images.

1858: British forces in India
lift the siege of Lucknow,

ending the Indian Mutiny. 

1913: Bismillah Khan, shehnai maestro, was
born.

1935: Persia is officially renamed Iran.

1945: During World War II, Allied bombers
began four days of raids over Germany. 

1962: Yogi the bear becomes the 1st creature
to be ejected at supersonic speeds by the US
military testing ejection seats

1963: Alcatraz Island, the federal peniten-
tiary in San Francisco Bay, CA, closed. 

■ AMAZING HOTELS, FOX LIFE, 4:00
PM: The host travels to some of the
most famous hotels around the
world and experiences their cui-
sine and ambience.

■ SOUTH AFRICA, NAT GEO WILD, 7:00
PM: Discover the wide variety of
flora and fauna found in the coun-
try of South Africa.

■ EXTREME ANIMALS, ANIMAL PLAN-
ET, 8:00 PM: The show features a top-
ten list of various animals, cate-
gorising them according to char-
acteristics like weirdness, tough-
ness, strength, speed and behaviour.

■ JURASSIC PARK, SONY PIX, 3:47 PM:
A joyride at a wildlife amusement
park, which contains cloned di-
nosaurs, soon becomes a horrifying
experience.

■ FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO
FIND THEM, HBO, 3:58 PM: Newt ar-
rives in New York City with a brief-
case full of magical creatures, some
of which escape. While rounding
them up, he clashes with MACUSA,
which is investigating mysterious
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violent incidents.

■ HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER'S
STONE, MOVIES NOW, 5:50 PM: Harry
Potter, an eleven-year-old orphan,
discovers that he is a wizard and is
invited to study at Hogwarts. Even
as he escapes a dreary life and en-
ters a world of magic, he finds trou-
ble awaiting him.

CLIMATE
FICTION

future climate may be like, or what cur-
rent climate effects are.” 

HISTORICALLY: According to Wikipedia,
history is full of literary works that dealt
with climate change. For example Jules
Verne’s 1889 novel ‘The Purchase of the
North Pole’ imagined that the Earth’s axis
has tilted causing a change in the climate.
Or British author J G Ballard’s 1961 novel
‘In The Wind from Nowhere’, in which a

civilisation is reduced by
persistent hurricane-force
winds.

RECOMMENDED: 
1. Kim Stanley Robinson’s
‘Science in the Capital’ trilogy.
2. Susan M Gaines’s ‘Carbon
Dreams’ 3. Michael Crichton’s
State of Fear’  
4. Ashley Shelby's ‘South
Pole Station’
5. Emmi Itäranta’s ‘Memory
of Water.’  

YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE INTO A UNIQUE
FACET OF LITERATURE 

A still from last year’s cli-fi film ‘Geostorm’ 

DEFINITION: A byproduct of climate change
and global warming is its influence on the
literary world and movies. Stories written
within the ‘cli-fi’ genre may fit within the
realm of speculative fiction or non fiction.
For example stories may take place in the
world as we know it or in the near future.
Often themes involve eco-terrorism and/or
an impending environmental disaster. 

WHO COINED IT: The term ‘cli-fi’ was coined
by Taiwan-based blogger Danny Bloom in
2007 in a bid to market his e-book ‘Polar
City Red’, about Alaskan climate refugees.
The book was not successful but ‘cli-fi’
became the new buzzword. In its praise for
the genre, a ‘Guardian’ report said, “When
done correctly, Cli-Fi can connect people to
their world; it can help us understand what

EVENTS
Storytelling & Craft
Sessions 
When: March 20, 4.30PM
(plus more dates)
Where: Orange Octopus ,
Delhi

Jungle Jasoos Wildlife
Quiz
When: March 25, 12:00PM 
Where: CMYK Bookstore
M-75, Greater Kailash-2
Market, Delhi  

Children's Yoga Holiday
Workshop  
When: March 20,  11 am
(plus more dates) 
Where: Center Of Good
Vibes Productive Minds
Preschool, Gahlot Farms,
Sector 47 Gurgaon India

Introduction to Enamelling
on Steel    
When: March 25, 11 am to 1 pm
Where: Culture Chauraha
Studio, Gulmohar Park

(Check before you leave as there 

may be last-minute changes)

TELEVISION

Reese’s Book Club BY REESE WITHERSPOON
Though it started out as a casual social media

endeavour, it has turned into an
Instagram sensation – with over
400,000 followers and counting.
The actor is at the helm of
some of the most-beloved
book-to-movie adaptations in
recent years. 

Belletrist BY EMMA ROBERTS
Roberts teams up with her best friend, producer Ka

rah Preiss, giving followers new
literary goodies to sink their
teeth into every month. Along
with her pals, Roberts discusses
new releases and often sits
down with her favourite authors
for exclusive interviews. 

SJP Picks BY SARAH JESSICA PARKER
Though we’ve followed the star’s fashion advice for

decades now, it seems she also
loves books. Besides serving as
the Honourary Chair of the
American Library Association’s
Book Club Central, Parker 
recommends her favourites 
on her book club.

Oprah’s Book Club BY OPRAH WINFREY
No talk about book clubs is complete without includ-

ing the original – Oprah’s Book
Club. It was created by Winfrey
over 20 years ago and is still
going strong. Her endorsement
of a book or a writer often sky-
rockets them onto bestsellers’
lists instantly.          BUSINESS INSIDER

Our Shared Shelf BY EMMA WATSON
As a result of her work with the United Nations,

the ‘Beauty and the Beast’ star
says she was inspired to start
this community, that aims to
showcase books by feminist
authors and create active dis-
cussion about new picks each
month. 

B I B L I O P H I L E  A C T O R S  W H O  S TA R T E D  T H E I R  O W N  B O O K  C L U B S  

ANSWERS
1) 18 years old.  2) Mary Ann Evans  3) Shakespeare 
4) Nathaniel Hawthorne 5) Russian author Boris
Pasternak who wrote ‘Doctor Zhivago.’ 6) French nov-
elist Stendhal 7) Index cards 8) Sir Walter Scott

1) How old was Mary Shelley when she
started writing ‘Frankenstein?’ 

2) Who wrote under the pseudonym George
Elliot? 

3) Which author coined the term ‘dead as a
doornail?’

4) Name the author of ‘The Scarlet Letter’.  

5) Who was the first author in history to
refuse the Nobel Prize for Literature. (Hint:
He was Russian) 

6) The Stendhal Syndrome is named after
which author? 

7) Fill in the blank: Vladimir Nabokov wrote
most of his major novels on _____ cards.

8) Who wrote the epic poem ‘Marmion’? 

F
ollowing the success of the ‘Night School’
series, young adult author Christi Daugh-
erty has launched a new series of crime
fiction thrillers based in Savannah (Geor-
gia, US). In ‘The Echo Killing’, readers meet

Harper McClain, a crime reporter haunted by her
mother’s unsolved murder.

THE PLOT
When she was 12-years-old, Harper McClain dis-
covered her mother’s body when she came home
from school. That was 15 years ago, and not a day

goes by that she doesn’t think about her mother and
that day. Those memories become even stronger
when McClain covers the murder of single mother

Marie Whitney and spots too many sim-
ilarities to her mother’s death. 

WHY YOU SHOULD READ IT
A former crime reporter, Daugherty
delivers an insider’s view of journal-
ism, from the adrenaline rush of cov-
ering a major story to the drudgery
of delving into the background be-
hind a story. She also nails the
newsroom culture — from the hu-

mourous banter to the serious work — and
shows how layoffs and cutbacks have affected the
way journalists cover their community. AP

In this issue, we
look at a few
literary
masterpieces
written by and
for women in the
categories of
‘romance’ and
‘detective
fiction’. In each
novel, the
protagonist
defies
stereotypes
and
challenges
the status quo.
Reading these
will help you
understand the
power of 20th
century
women
writers

KNOW YOUR GENRE 

Agatha Christie’s 
‘The Man in the Brown
Suit’ (1924)

Anna Beddingfeld is
Christie’s self-mocking
heroine, who is very aware
of the conventions of gen-
der and genre. On a lark,
she impulsively buys a tick-
et to South Africa because
the boat fare is the exact

amount she has left in the world. She ends up taking
down an international crime syndicate!

Lucy M. Montgomery’s
‘The Blue Castle’ (1926)
The protagonist, Doss, is an
unmarried woman in her late
20s in this Victorian novel. In
the story, she walks out on
her largely-uninterested 
family to move into a cabin on
an island. A fantasy of the
Canadian wilderness, the novel
was one of Montgomery’s few
novels for adults.

Mary Stewart’s ‘Nine
Coaches Waiting’
(1958)
A rewriting of ‘Jane Eyre’, the
novel contains all the tropes of
the Gothic romance — a castle,
a family secret, murder — but
these are challenged by one of
Stewart’s finest protagonists,
Linda Martin. Martin is

employed as a governess by an aristocratic family, but
rejects the trappings of romance to protect her charge,
and her own integrity.

Octavia Butler’s 
‘Kindred’ (1979)
Edana Franklin wakes up in
hospital with her arm ampu-
tated and the police ques-
tioning her husband. It is
revealed that she has been
travelling back to 1815,
where she comes into
repeated contact and con-
flict with one of her slave-
owning ancestors!

Fantastic feminist fiction

Caz Frear’s ‘Sweet Little
Lies’ (2017)
Caz Frear’s funny, slickly-written
debut is a crime novel about Cat
Kinsella, a 26-year-old police

detective who gets embroiled
in a murder case that has
sticky links with her own fami-
ly. Unlike other plot-driven
crime novels, Sweet Little Lies
is written with panache and is

proudly feminist, as well as
laugh-out-loud funny. The char-
acters are intriguing as they
are often members of Cat’s
family or people she grew up
with in Ireland! THE INDEPENDENT

Social media is
not ruining my
relationship with

books. Rather it’s
making it better. It

helps me discover books
and authors (like  David

Baldacci) I wouldn’t have
otherwise considered reading.  

SIVANI YEDDANAPUDI, class X, DPS
Nacharam, Hyderabad

It’s a good thing when people
talk about the books they have
been reading on social media.
Teens care about doing what
their peers do, and an online
conversation can help build a
strong reading community.  

ARUSHA GOMBER, class VIII, GEAR
Innovative Intl. School, Bengaluru

My generation’s biggest chal-
lenge is to put the phone down
and take a walk. Social media
can be a great resource to find
more interesting literature, but
only if one knows how to strike
a balance. The pressure to stay
updated is overwhelming.
DEEKSHA JAWA, class XII, VGS, Delhi

I limit my screen time to ensure I
get at least two hours of solid
reading time daily. Social media is
great for staying connected but
nothing should replace the joy of
reading an actual book. 

KANEESHA SHAH, class XI, 
DPS, Ahmedabad 

Yes and no. Social media helps us
stay connected to the world yet
always being online can be a
major waste of time. I do spend a
lot of time on social networking
sites – time that could be spent
reading. 

SUSWAGATA DAS,Class XI, Asian
International School, West Bengal

Christi Daugherty nails newsroom
culture in ‘The Echo Killing’

Is spending time on social
media (or staying online)

ruining your reading time or
helping you? Times NIE youth

reporters weigh in on how
they strike the balance
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Making of a crime reporter


